The Roman Empire: Social Change and Building Occupational Identity
Although we are now well into the twenty-first century, historians stressing negative perceptions of work in Classical Antiquity still invoke the authority of Moses Finley: commercial and industrial activities were of only marginal significance, which meant that aristocratic standards and values remained dominant and therefore excluded appreciation of non-agrarian work. In the past twenty years the Finleyan model has undergone many adjustments, but the discussion has by no means subsided.2 Some authors continue to assert that the ancient economy was bounded by overriding social constraints.3 Other authors readily compare the economy of the Roman Empire in the period 100 BC-AD 200 to that of Western Europe between 1400 and 1700, focusing mainly on the similarities.4 Archaeological excavations reveal high levels of specialization and concurrent high levels of production and trade in the late Republic and the early Principate. Society was very dynamic. Members of the established elite increasingly seized the opportunities for profit that commercial expansion effectively provided for marketing the produce of their estates and-directly or indirectly-for participating in international trade. Still more importantly: epigraphic sources indicate the rise of economically active and successful middle groups, many of whom were organized in occupational associations. Irrespective of whether the concept of 'middle class' ,5 is applicable to the merchants, financiers, and master artisans who were economically successful,6 it is undeniable that the intermediary layers between the elite and popular masses expanded considerably. The social advancement of entrepreneurial freedmen is especially striking.7
Put briefly, reasonable grounds are available for questioning whether nonagrarian work was indeed universally disdained in the late Republic and the early Empire. It would nonetheless be incorrect to assume that the foundations
